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\[
\text{type } \text{Nat} = \{ \text{v:Int} \mid \text{v} \geq 0 \} \\
\text{type } \text{VectorClock} = [\text{Nat}]
\]

\[\text{vcMerge} :: \text{VectorClock} \rightarrow \text{VectorClock} \rightarrow \text{VectorClock}\]
\[\text{vcMerge} = \text{zipWith max}\]

\[\text{e.g., } \text{vcMerge} [1,0,0,0] [0,2,0,1] = [1,2,0,1] \]
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\]
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**Type**

```
type Nat = { v: Int | v >= 0 }
type VectorClock = [Nat]
```

**Type Definition**

```
type VC sized N = { vc: VectorClock | len vc == N }
type V CsameLength V = V C sized {len V}
```

```
vcMerge :: v: VectorClock -> V CsameLength {v} -> V CsameLength {v}
vcMerge = zipWith max
```

**Type**

```
type Commutative a A = x: a -> y: a -> { _ : Proof | A x y == A y x }
```

```
vcMergeComm :: n:Nat -> Commutative (V C sized n) vcMerge
vcMergeComm _n [] [] = ()
vcMergeComm n (_x:xs) (_y:ys) = vcMergeComm (n - 1) xs ys
```
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\texttt{type CausalDelivery \ p =}
\begin{verbatim}
  \{ m : Message | elem (Deliver m ) (pHist p) \}
  \rightarrow \{ m': Message | elem (Deliver m') (pHist p)
  \&\& causallyBefore m m' \}
  \rightarrow \{ _ : Proof | ordered (pHist p) (Deliver m) (Deliver m') \}
\end{verbatim}
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